
Pilgrim's MORGRIP hydraulically installed bolt
The MORGRIP Bolt is a hydraulically actuated bolt. designed to provide a cost effective truly fitted bolt assembly. The Bolt 
eliminates the need for hammering conventional bolts into holes. which often causes scoring of both bolt and hole surfaces
The MORGRIP bolt can be repeatedly installed and removed quickly and without damage to either the Bolt or the hole. The 
principle on which the MORGRIP Bolt works is based upon Poissons Ratio whereby when a round bar of steel is stretched 
within its elastic limit, its diameter will reduce. The stretching force is applied to the Bolt by a hardened stell rod located 
down the centre hole in the Bolt. Operating Gear is screwed onto the head of the Bolt, and when pressurised it exerts a force 
through the rod to stretch the Bolt. The Operating Gear is pressurised using one of Pilgrim's MORPRESS pump packs.
Once pressurised, the Bolt can be installed in the hole. A nut is attached  (if a through hole application) and nipped tight. The 
pressure is then released to bring about a reduction in the length and corresponding increase in the diameter of the Bolt. The 
Bolt can be installed remotely from the Pump by usinga stop valve fitted to the Operating Gear to lock in the hydraulic pres-
sure. The Bolt is now ready to service. For remoavl, the above procedure is reversed.

Bolting & Positioning

Benefits
•Saves time
•Reduces cost
•Accurate and reliable
•Quick and efficient to install and remove
•Custom Design
•Safe

Typical Applications
•Ship Drive Shaft Couplings
•Steam Turbine Couplings
•Pitch Blade Propellers

The contents of this publication are the copyright of the publisher and may not be reproduced (even extracts) unless prior written
permission is granted. Every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication but no liability can be accep-
ted for any loss or damage whether direct, indirect or consequential arising out of the use of the information contained herein.
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